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Create fun and intricate money origami using your Washingtons, Franklins, and Lincolns.These

days, a dollar won't get you very far, butâ€”in the right handsâ€”a dollar bill can become a work of art.

In Michael LaFosse's Dollar Origami, the world-renowned origami artist and co-founder of the

eminent Origamido Studio shares twenty incredible creations specifically designed to be made out

of dollar bills. Folded money models are wonderful gifts and conversation pieces, and LaFosse

makes it easy for you to get started with projects ranging from "very simple" to "challenging." Money

origami is more popular than ever, thanks to the panoply of designs and the wonderful folding

qualities of the dollar bill. Many people like to give cash gifts or tips in folded money. While the

classic origami folds still fascinate, money-fold enthusiasts are always looking for fresh ideas.

Michael LaFosse's Dollar Origami is full of original designs to learn origami quickly and easily. At

such a great valueâ€”folding money has never been so easy or affordable!This origami book

contains: Full color, 64 page book Step-by-step instructions Colorful diagrams and photographs

Origami folding guide and tips 20 original origami projects48 tear-out practice "dollar bills"  A 3 hour

instructional DVDIt's no wonder that more and more people are realizing how fun dollar bill origami

can be. Printed currency is easy to fold, remarkably durable, intricately patterned, and readily

available. Money origami projects include: The Windmill Pillow Prosperity Bamboo The George

Washington Knot Drahcir the Dragon And many moreâ€¦
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As I've begun to start on my new hobby, a friend of mine gave me a heads up that you can actually

take money and use them as projects. I thought to myself, well money is paper why not? Did a little

research on  and discovered this recently released book. Through my online research on origami,

I've stumbled upon the authors names many times and figured why not take a chance on them

since I've only read good things about these 2.Much to my surprise, the projects aren't that difficult

as they looks. Some actually are quite complex but for a beginner like me there are many options to

work on. I'd recommend this book to those who are in to origami as well.The best part is the finished

projects make great gifts. So next time, instead of that card with money, why not use that monetary

gift and put a nice spin to it?

I have been folding dollar bills into a variety of shapes for close to 45 years. As a teenager, I started

leaving part of my tips at restaurants in the shapes of a 2 dollar bikini (top and bottom - from my first

book), peacock, elephant, shoes, boot, boat, and pig to name a few. I soon discovered that I had to

give up on the idea of leaving a bikini as part of my tip - especially after I got married - my wife was

NOT amused. I have purchased multiple "Dollar Origami" books over the years, and find this book

to be the best book I own with respect to the diagrams, pictures, and quality of the models you can

create. What's special about this book, is that if tells you that you are making a dragon, a rabbit, a

seahorse, an orchid, a teddy bear, or a great seal, etc, you don't have to apply a lot of imagination

to visualize the finished model as what it's named. The models in this book really look like what they

are named - you don't have to guess. I have seen some money folding books where I hardly

recognize the models as what they are supposed to represent. Of course, I will never have enough

books on dollar origami (I have loved origami since 2nd grade when my older brother brought home

a flapping crane he made in 6th grade) - but I do know for sure, that my library can't be without this

one. I don't know how my library survived this long without this excellent book.

This DVD really made a huge difference. I have never done origami before and after doing the

standing bunny with the DVD I have done intermediate projects from other books also. This is a

must.. . .They really go over like a bomb when you leave them for tips! Some tell me that I made

their day with them. Now they fight for me when I walk in. LOL. I'm a queen!?

Gave this to my son for Christmas so he could impress people and get free drinks or at least a nod

of competence in the artsy direction. Includes several pages of fake money you can cut out and

practice on....although this seems silly. Perhaps, if you make a nice dragon the server/valet won't



notice you gave them less than normal. Great designs. Some take two bills.

The DVD included with the instructions make folding the items very easy to understand. I gave this

book to my cousin who has problems with following written instructions, but can easily follow the

visual instruction. I folded some of the items and left them as tips.

i wanted to mail a Easter gift but not just money the folded rabbit was perfect. instructions on the

disc were very helpful

love this kit!! tons of great designs and stuff!! nicely put together great way of displaying every thing

in it.. love that it has a dvd to help you if you get stuck at any time

I really like it except for the fact that some of the demos fail to explain what's going on...and it could

be my own lack of experience as well, but I was hopeful it would be easier than it is.
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